General Assignment Room Renovation/Project Schedule

Summer 2012

Tech Refresh
- Arps 384
- Arps 387
- Arps 388
- Campbell 209
- Central Classroom 311 (end of summer)
- Lazenby 002

Renovation
- Caldwell 120
- Derby Hall 0029 – change from Mac to PC
- Hagerty 186 – convert to computer lab (end of summer)
- Hopkins Hall 0246
- Hopkins Hall 0248
- Hopkins Hall 0250
- Journalism 270 – convert to classroom
- Journalism 300
- Ramseyer 100
- Sullivant 105

Removed from Pool
- Howlett 272
- Journalism 220
- Ramseyer 322
- Ramseyer 336

Autumn 2012

Renovation
- Journalism 270 – convert to classroom
- Sullivant 105

Added to Pool
- Ramseyer 0009

Removed from Pool
- Hagerty 171A

Spring 2013

Renovation
- Sullivant 105

Summer 2013

Renovation
- Sullivant 105

Removed from Pool
- University Hall 147
- University Hall 151

As of June 25, 2012 – subject to change